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The THREE60 Rope Training Series was designed to work primarily within the “mobility” and 

“move” program strategies. This series has an introductory or demo workout and 6 programs for 

3 weeks with 2 workouts per week (6 total workouts per program). 

The foundation of the THREE60 Rope Training Series is a sequence of three 60 second 

intervals of specific movements or exercises. The THREE60 cycle or block was originally 

developed as a “Challenge” to demonstrate the capabilities of the MARPO Rope Trainer and the 

physical demands it can elicit. Combining multiple cycles or blocks of different movement 

sequences proved to be a simple way to organize user defined movements with dynamic 

resistance (also somewhat user defined) into workouts that provide purposeful training. 

The introductory Workout is designed to show the different movement, speed/resistance and 

required desired energy system variability and capabilities of dynamic resistance rope training, 

in an introductory format. It also serves as an introduction to the THREE60 Rope Training 

Series. The workout is organized in rounds. (1 round – about 15 min., 2-30 min. Each round can 

be used as mini 15 min. workout or both rounds can be performed for a 30 min. workout). Each 

round consists of 3 blocks or cycles, of 3 sets of exercises of 60 second duration, with self- 

determined rest (generally 10-60 seconds) between sets. In this workout, within each cycle, the 

sets progress from continuous (warm up, mobility, endurance) motion emphasis to forceful 

(strength) motion emphasis to explosive (power) motion emphasis. The first cycle of three 60 



second set focuses on vertical rope oriented movement(s). Second cycle of three sets – 

diagonal movement. Third – horizontal. Cycles four, five and six repeat the progression from 

vertical to diagonal to horizontal. 

Each program progresses week by week from continuous motion (mobility, endurance) 

emphasis to continuous and forceful (strength) motion emphasis; to continuous, forceful and 

explosive (power) motion emphasis. The tempo description helps achieve the desired motion 

emphasis. Each program will use a single rope orientation and the associated resistance angles 

for a mix of rope orientations. 

The first three programs – Straight Up, Crossed Up and Level Up progresses between programs 

by adding exercises with different rope orientations. Straight Up uses only vertically (straight up 

and down) oriented exercises. Crossed Up uses vertically and diagonally (cross ways) oriented 

rope exercises. Level Up uses vertically, diagonally and horizontally (level to floor) oriented 

exercises. The subsequent three programs, Ascend, Traverse and Escalate, follow the same 

progression. 

Tempo and Movement Emphasis 

With MARPO Rope Training the speed at which the user moves the rope is important for a few 

reasons. As you’ll recall, the resistance provided by MARPO Rope Trainers is unique in that 

faster the rope moves, the more resistance the DMB system provides. Additionally, the wide 

range of resistance available, combined with continuous ability of the rope for action as it is held 

within the pulleys and frame work, make many different speeds, motions and patterns possible. 

THREE60 Rope Training Series exploits dynamic resistance rope training by combining the 

speed of a movement with an appropriate resistance to emphasize the following: mobility, 



endurance, strength and power. A continuous Movement Emphasis incorporates less resistance 

with a pace or rhythm in the action and may also require some coordination with the grip and 

re-grip patterns. In the THREE60 Rope Training Series exercises with a Continuous Movement 

Emphasis are used to train mobility and endurance. A Forceful Movement Emphasis requires 

work against a high load at as fast a speed as possible, though the resulting speed will likely be 

slow due to the high resistance. Exercises with a Forceful Movement Emphasis are used to train 

strength. An Explosive Movement Emphasis is high speed movement with a moderate or even 

light load. Exercises with an Explosive Movement Emphasis are used to train power. 

Tempo is what we to describe not only the speed of the movement, as in how many repetitions 

are performed in a given period of time, but the relative difference is speed between the main 

(concentric) action and recovery (there is no eccentric component in MARPO rope training) in a 

given movement in exercise. In MARPO Rope Training tempo is an important user controlled 

variable used to create the appropriate training stimulus. You’ll find tempo described as a ratio 

along with qualitative key word explanations: 

1:1 Emphasis on continuous motion – pace and rhythm are implied 

Continuous controlled motion – slow pace and rhythm (mobility) 

Continuous motion, moderate pace and rhythm (endurance, long term energy pathways 

and cardiovascular demand) 

Continuous motion, fast pace and rhythm (speed endurance, anaerobic energy 

pathways) 

1:3 Emphasis on forceful motion – moving as fast as you can but against high resistance 

so the net speed is slower 

Drive Force into Tension, Reset… (strength) 



1:4 Emphasis on explosive motion – speed of movement is high against a moderate 

resistance 

Explode, Ready, Reset… (power) 

Resistance Recommendations 

There are resistance level recommendations for each exercise listed within a THREE60 

workout. Keep in mind these are just recommendations and the ideal resistance changes based 

on the strength of the user, the desired movement emphasis and the type of movement. Some 

movements are capable of producing more force based on mechanical advantage, size of the 

muscle groups used, the number of muscles involved in the movement and the movement 

proficiency of the mover. Generally speaking most exercises with a Forceful Movement 

Emphasis will have a high resistance setting; most exercises with a Continuous Movement 

Emphasis will have a low resistance setting. Select the resistance that works best for the 

movement emphasis you are trying to achieve. 

Rope Orientation 

The VMX and the VMX THREE60 have three rope orientation settings: 

Vertical – Top Pulley Carriage is adjusted to the highest setting on the boom so the role 

is oriented in a more or less vertical position. 

Diagonal – Top Pulley Carriage is adjusted to the middle setting on the boom so that the 

rope is oriented in a more or less diagonal position when the average user grips the rope 

and pulls it to about mid-torso from a standing position. 



Horizontal – Top Pulley Carriage is adjusted to the lowest setting on the boom so that 

the rope is oriented in a more or less vertical position when the average user grips the 

rope and pulls it to about mid-torso or chest from a standing position. 

We use the above rope orientation terms to communicate the appropriate or 

recommended settings for exercises. In Team/Synchronous workouts entire blocks or 

sections of the workout may be organized by rope orientation. In circuit workouts each 

Rope Trainer may be setup with a specific rope orientation to serve as a circuit “station”. 

Circuit and Team/Synchro 

Each week has a Team/Synchro workout and a Circuit workout. If not performed in a group, 

these workouts are reorganization and re-sequencing of exercises. If performed in a group, the 

Team/Synchro workout is designed for all participants to be doing the same exercise at the 

same time for each cycle. While, if the Circuit workout is performed in a group, it is designed to 

have each participant doing a different exercise at a different station at each set in the cycle, 

transitioning to the next exercise at the next station for each set in the cycle. 

Team/Synchro – (cycles repeat within each round) 

Each workout is organized in 3 rounds. Each round consists of 3 blocks of cycles, of 3 sets of 

exercises of 60 seconds duration, with self-determined rest (generally 10-60 seconds) between 

sets. Each cycle is repeated 3 times within a round, and may progress from continuous (warm 

up, mobility, endurance) motion emphasis to forceful (strength) motion emphasis to explosive 

(power) motion emphasis, depending on the designated emphasis for the week. As different 

rope orientations are introduced from program to program, each round may be using a specific 



rope orientation. As a reminder, if performed in a group, the Team/Synchro workout is designed 

for all participants to be doing the same exercise at the same time for each cycle. 

Circuit (rounds repeat within each workout) 

Each workout is organized in 3 rounds. Each round consists of 3 blocks or cycles, of 3 sets of 

exercises of 60 seconds duration with self- determined rest (generally 10-60 seconds between 

sets. In this workout, each cycle consists of three sets of different exercises. Each cycle within a 

round will have 3 different exercises. Each round is repeated and may progress from continuous 

(warm up, mobility, endurance) motion emphasis to forceful (strength) motion emphasis to 

explosive (power) motion emphasis, depending on designated emphasis for the week. As a 

reminder for this format, if the Circuit workout is performed in a group, it is designed to have 

each participant doing a different exercise at a different station for each set in the cycle, 

transitioning to the next exercise at the next station for each set in the cycle. 

All of the program elements are modular. Users, Program Managers and Trainers may choose 

to combine different elements of a THREE60 program (exercises, blocks/cycles, rounds, 

workouts) with elements of another THREE60 program or elements of their own design. 

Programs can be modified to be longer. For example, the 3 week program can be repeated to 

make a 6 week program, or each workout can be repeated 2 times on 2 separate days before 

moving to the next workout, again doubling the length to 6 weeks. 



 
 


